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Logbook

Title: Homemade v.s Store bought ice cream: which has more sugar?

Statement of the Problem:

● The purpose of this experiment is to see if there is a difference in sugar levels

between homemade vanilla ice cream or store bought vanilla ice cream ( Haagen

Dazs, Blue Bell, and Tillamook). I became interested in this experiment because

my grandpa has diabetes and I wanted to see which vanilla ice cream I could eat

when I am with him and which vanilla ice cream diabetics could eat safely .

People will consume less sugar by choosing the vanilla ice cream with the least

amount of sugar content.

○ Which vanilla ice cream has the least sugar content?

Objective:

● In this experiment I will be testing the sugar levels in different brands of store

bought ice cream to see if homemade ice cream has a less sugar level than store

bought.
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Hypothesis:

● I am doing this experiment because I would like to find out if homemade ice

cream has less sugar than store bought ice cream. I hypothesized that store

bought ice cream would have more sugar because research shows

“Homemade ice cream is made of fat, skim-milk powder, egg, sugar,
gelatin, and flavoring. Store-bought, on the other hand, contains cream,
sugar, condensed skim milk, egg yolks, vanilla extract, tara gum, and guar
gum, which can cause weight gain because of too much sugar content.”

● https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/

Materials:

● Freezer and fridge model ge appliances: GSE25HGHWW

● Tillamook vanilla ice cream 1.5 quart

● Blue bell vanilla ice cream ¼ gallon

● Haagen- dazs vanilla ice cream 0.5 gallon

● Kitchenaid Mixer

● 1- Chemistry of food experiment kit (from home science tools)

○ 5 - medium test tubes

○ 1 bottle Benedict's solution Qualitative 100 mL

○ 1 pipet

○ 1 Test tube stand

https://kitchenatthestore.com/alcohol-in-vanilla-extract/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/
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○ 1 graduated cylinder

○ 1 phano Wax pencil

● 4 - medium Ikea glass bowls

● 1 - small Ikea glass bowls

● Teaspoons williams-sonoma

● 1 - medium Ikea silver spoon

● 1- chemistry of food kit instructions KT-CHEMFD (from home science tools)

● Cooks essentials small pot

● 4 - Measuring cups ( 1- 1 measuring cup, 1- ¾ measuring cup, 1- ¼ measuring

cup, and 1- measuring cup to rinse the pipette out - no specific measurement

needed)

● 12 inch ruler

● Iphone 11 camera and apple editing feature

● Presto paper towels

● Whirlpool microwave and timer

● Layout ( an apple app)

● True temp stove

● Dottara cleanser

● Science fair logbook

● 1 - Benedict's test results chart

The recipe for homemade vanilla ice cream:

○ 1 ¾ cups of heavy cream( shamrock farms)

○ 1 ¼ cup of whole milk ( organic valley)

○ ¾ cups of sugar (simidge and spoon granulated sugar)

○ ⅛ teaspoon of fine sea salt (mccormick pink himalayan salt)
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○ 1  tablespoon of vanilla extract ( mccormick pure vanilla extract)

(https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/homemade-ice-cream-recipe )

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- The brand of store bought vanilla ice cream

● Dependent-  The sugar level in the Ice cream.

● Control- The flavor of vanilla in the ice cream.

Procedure:

1. Prepare your materials ( the ingredients for homemade vanilla ice cream) and

refer to the chemistry of food kit instructions KT-CHEMFD.

2. Make your homemade vanilla ice cream:  “Stir everything together in a

saucepan, simmer, Stir, Chill and Freeze; less than 10 minutes…” Put all four ice

creams in the microwave for 30 seconds one by one to melt

them.(https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/homemade-ice-cream-recipe )

3. Clearly label your test tubes and bowls with numbers or abbreviations for the

brands of vanilla ice cream and homemade vanilla ice cream you are comparing.

Use the wax pencil from the chemistry of food kit to write on the glass.

4. Use a pipette and a ruler to measure one inch worth of benedict's solution into
each test tube. Combine the solution with five drops of each vanilla ice cream
into the specified test tube.  Make sure to clean out the pipette to ensure that the

samples are not contaminated.and use the pipette to also put five drops of each

vanilla ice cream into the labeled test tube for that ice cream brand, clean the

https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/homemade-ice-cream-recipe
https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/homemade-ice-cream-recipe
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pipette out before and after using it with different brands of ice cream or

benedict's solution by using a measuring cup to rise out pipet.

5. Shake the two liquids together gently but before you put the test tubes in the

graduated cylinder fill the small pot and the graduated cylinder up with water to

about ¼ of the vessel.Then turn the stove on high then when the water is boiling

turn the heat down to five then put the test tubes in and set the microwave timer

for 3 minutes.

6. When the 3 minutes are up take the test tubes out and shake them gently again

and turn off the stove.

7. Take note of the color of the homemade ice cream and in the three individual

brands of ice cream by taking pictures and labeling them with 1-10 for the trial

numbers using the editing feature on the iphone 11. Clean out your test tubes by

rinsing them in water and by using a paper towel to dry it to make the paper towel

fit in the test tube twist it then put it inside the tube and rotating  the test tube so

you can clean it out successfully ( if the paper towel and water isn't enough to

clean the test tube use the doterra cleanser and hot water to soak it them in then

rinse it out and place a twisted  paper towel in the tube to dry it.)

8. Put all of the ice cream solution pictures from the same trial together in the

“layout” app on the iphone 11 then type the color of the solution in your chart

inside of your logbook.
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9. Compare the amount of sugar in each brand of store bought ice cream to see

which one has the least amount of sugar. Then you see if the amount of sugar in

the store bought ice cream with the least amount of sugar has less glucose

content than the homemade ice cream. Rank the glucose levels by if the solution

in the test tube has a dark red color the ice cream had the most glucose , red had

the 2nd most glucose,  dark orange had the 3rd most amount of glucose,  orange

had the 4th most amount of glucose, dark yellow had the 5th most amount of

glucose, yellow had the 6th most amount of glucose, dark green had the 2nd least

amount of glucose, green had the least amount of glucose.

10.Repeat these steps for the next 10 trials to get a valid answer.

11. Record your results in your logbook and make a graph with your data.

Results:

● The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials, Blue Bell

vanilla ice cream had 1.35 g. Of glucose content, Tillamook vanilla ice cream had

1.05 g. of glucose content (3rd most glucose content), Haagen Dazs vanilla ice

cream had 0.95 g. of glucose content (the second-least amount of glucose), and

homemade vanilla ice cream had 0.6 g of glucose content (the least amount of

glucose).  In conclusion, my results stated that Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had the

most amount of glucose (1.35 grams) and that homemade vanilla ice cream had

the least amount of glucose (0.6 grams).
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Trials 1-10 Color of
Blue bell
ice cream

Color of
haagen
dazs  ice
cream

Color of
Tillamook
ice cream

Homemad
e ice cream
color

Least
Amount of
Sugar

Most
Amount of
sugar

Trial 1 yellow orange orange yellow Blue bell Haagen
dazs, and
Tillamook

Trial 2 orange green green Green Homemade Blue bell

Trial 3 orange green green green Homemade Blue bell

Trial 4 orange green orange green Homemade Tillamook

Trial 5 orange orange orange green Homemade Haagen
dazs

Trial 6 orange yellow orange green Homemade Tillamook

Trial 7 orange yellow yellow Green Homemade Blue bell

Trail 8 Orange Yellow yellow yellow Homemade Blue bell

Trial 9 Yellow Green yellow Green Homemade,
haagen dazs

Tillamook

Trial 10 Yellow orange green Green Homemade Haagen
dazs
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Trials

1-10

Color of
Blue bell
ice cream
(grams) %

Color of
haagen
dazs  ice
cream
(grams) %

Color of
Tillamook
ice cream
(grams) %

Homemade
ice cream
color
(grams) %

Trial 1 1 1.5 1.5 1

Trial 2 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Trial 3 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Trial 4 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.5

Trial 5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5

Trail 6 1.5 1 1.5 0.5

Trial 7 1.5 1 1 0.5

Trial 8 1.5 1 1 1

Trial 9 1 0.5 1 0.5

Trial 10 1 1.5 0.5 0.5

Average 1.35 %
0.95 % 1.05 % 0.6 %
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Glucose Color Ranking scale

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose
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Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Conclusion:

1. I accomplished my objective by finding out that homemade vanilla ice

cream has the least amount of sugar and Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had the

most sugar based on the color of the solution. I did this by comparing the ice

creams’ sugar levels by the color using the chemistry of food kit. I put an inch

of Benedict's solution and 15 drops of the melted ice cream.   Next I lightly

shook the test tubes, observed the color of the solution, and recorded the

color in my logbook. I completed this process for each of the ten trials.
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2. I hypothesized that store bought ice cream would have more sugar

because research shows “Homemade ice cream is made of fat, skim-milk
powder, egg, sugar, gelatin, and flavoring. Store-bought, on the other
hand, contains cream, sugar, condensed skim milk, egg yolks, vanilla
extract, tara gum, and guar gum, which can cause weight gain because
of too much sugar content.” (https://kitchenatthestore.com) My hypothesis

was correct because the Store bought vanilla ice cream did indeed have more

sugar content than homemade vanilla ice cream.

3.  The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 10 trials,

Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had 1.35 g. Of glucose content, Tillamook vanilla

ice cream had 1.05 g. of glucose content (3rd most glucose content), Haagen

Dazs vanilla ice cream had 0.95 g. of glucose content (the second-least

amount of glucose), and homemade vanilla ice cream had 0.6 g of glucose

content (the least amount of glucose).  In conclusion, my results stated that

Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had the most amount of glucose (1.35 grams) and

that homemade vanilla ice cream had the least amount of glucose (0.6

grams).

4. Since my grandfather has diabetes, I wanted to find out which vanilla ice

cream diabetics can eat safely, and this experiment showed me this . In this

experiment I learned that homemade vanilla ice cream had the least sugar

content.  Now I know that if I want to eat ice cream with the least amount of

sugar possible, I should make it myself.

5.  If I did this experiment again I would take it to the next level by testing the

amount of lipids in the ice cream to see how much fat was in each sample.  I

https://kitchenatthestore.com/alcohol-in-vanilla-extract/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/alcohol-in-vanilla-extract/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/
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would take this experiment to the next level because I now know the sugar

levels of my favorite vanilla ice creams, however, knowing the lipid amounts

would help me know which ones are the worst or best for your heart.

Trial 1

This shows the color of my results for trial 1 for my experiment (Tillamook 1st, Blue bell

2nd, Haagen dazs 3rd, Homemade 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs
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Home = Homemade

Figure 1

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 2
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This shows the color of my results for trial 2 for my experiment ( Blue bell 1st,

Homemade 2nd, Tillamook 3rd, Haagen dazs 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 2

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose
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Trial 3

This shows the colors of my results for trial 3 for my experiment ( Haagen dazs 1st,

Tillamook 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Homemade 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs
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Home = Homemade

Figure 3

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 4
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This shows the colors of my results for trial 4 for my experiment (Homemade 1st,

Haagen dazs 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Tillamook 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 4

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose
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Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 5

This shows the colors of my results for trial 5 for my experiment (Tillamook 1st, Blue bell

2nd, Haagen dazs 3rd, Homemade 4th.)

TM = Tillamook
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BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 5

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 6
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This shows the color of my results for trial 6 for my experiment ( Haagen dazs 1st,

Homemade 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Tillamook 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 6

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose
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Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 7

This shows the colors of my results for trial 7 for my experiment ( Haagen dazs 1st,
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Homemade 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Tillamook 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 7

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 8
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This shows the colors of my results for trial 8 for my experiment ( Haagen dazs 1st,

Homemade 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Tillamook 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 8

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose
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Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trial 9
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This shows the colors of my results for trial 9 for my experiment (Haagen dazs 1st,

Homemade 2nd, Blue bell 3rd, Tillamook 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell

HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 9

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose
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Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Trail 10

This shows the colors of my results for trial 10 for my experiment ( Tillamook 1st, Blue

bell 2nd, Homemade 3rd, Haagen dazs 4th.)

TM = Tillamook

BB = Blue bell
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HD = Haagen Dazs

Home = Homemade

Figure 10

Red -  2 g.% amount of glucose

Orange - 1.5 g.% amount of glucose

Yellow - 1 g.% amount of glucose

Green -  0.5 g.% amount of glucose

Blue - 0 g.% no reducing glucose

Chemistry of Food Experiment Kit

https://www.homesciencetools.com/product/chemistry-of-food-experiment-kit/
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Homemade V.S store bought ice cream: which has more sugar?

Ansley M. Rundle

Saint Francis of Assisi Catholic School

Science / English

Ms. Slater / Mrs. Casanova

February 10, 2022
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Homemade V.S Store Bought ice cream : Which has more sugar?

This experiment explores whether homemade vanilla ice cream has a less sugar level than

store bought. Which vanilla ice cream has the most sugar content? The purpose of this

experiment is to see if there is a difference in sugar levels between homemade vanilla ice cream

or store bought vanilla ice cream ( Haagen dazs, blue bell, and Tillamook). I hypothesized that

store bought ice cream would have more sugar because research shows “Homemade ice cream is

made of fat, skim-milk powder, egg, sugar, gelatin, and flavoring. Store-bought, on the other

hand, contains cream, sugar, condensed skim milk, egg yolks, vanilla extract, tara gum, and guar

gum, which can cause weight gain because of too much sugar content.” (/kitchenatthestore.com)

This topic is important because it can help people with diabetes enjoy vanilla ice cream without

having to worry about sugar content. Students can benefit from this idea because it gives them an

option to consume less sugar by choosing to eat a certain ice cream brand. People would gain a

less sugary consumption diet by choosing the vanilla ice cream with the least amount of sugar.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment. The question that was asked

was is there  difference in sugar levels between homemade vanilla ice cream or store bought

vanilla ice cream ( Haagen Dazs, Blue Bell, and Tillamook). For this project, I hypothesized that

store bought ice cream would have more sugar than store bought vanilla ice cream because

research states “ Homemade ice cream is made of fat, skim-milk powder, egg, sugar, gelatin, and

flavoring. Store-bought, on the other hand, contains cream, sugar, condensed skim milk, egg

yolks, vanilla extract, tara gum, and guar gum, which can cause weight gain because of too much

sugar content.” (/kitchenatthestore.com)

https://kitchenatthestore.com/alcohol-in-vanilla-extract/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/alcohol-in-vanilla-extract/
https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/
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Materials

There were several materials that were used to conduct this experiment. The materials

used in this project were Tillamook vanilla ice cream, Blue Bell vanilla ice cream, Haagen Dazs,

to test the glucose levels of different brands of vanilla ice cream. The recipe for homemade

vanilla ice cream was obtained from barefeet in the kitchen. A 1 ¼ cup of whole milk ( organic

valley), ¾ cups of sugar (simidge and spoon granulated sugar), 1⁄8 teaspoon of fine sea salt

(mccormick pink himalayan salt), tablespoon of vanilla extract ( mccormick pure vanilla extract)

were the ingredients for the homemade vanilla ice cream recipe. The Chemistry of Food kit  5

test tubes 1 bottle Benedict's solution , 1 pipet, 1 Test tube stand, 1 graduated cylinder, wax

pencil and instructions were used to know how to conduct the experiment and to keep track of

my data. I used the Freezer and fridge model GE appliances: GSE25HGHWW to keep the ice

cream frozen. I used the Kitchenaid mixer to mix the ingredients for the homemade vanilla ice

cream. I used the ikea glass bowls to put the melted ice cream in. I used the william-sonoma

teaspoons to measure ingredients for the homemade ice cream recipe. I used the ikea silver

spoons to scoop the ice cream out and put them into the glass bowls. I used the Cooks essentials

small pot to boil water and put the graduated cylinder in it. I used measuring cups to clean out

the pipette with water. I used the inch ruler to find how much benedict's solution I need to put in

a test tube. I used the camera of an iphone 11 and the editing feature on it to write on the pictures

I took with the camera. I used the presto paper towels to clean out my test tubes after a trial. I

used my whirlpool microwave timer to know when to put in the test tubes and take them out and

to heat up my ice cream too. I used the layout apple app to combine my pictures in certain trials.
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I used the doterra cleanser to clean the test tubes if I could not clean them with only the paper

towel.

Procedures

There were many procedures that were used to complete this experiment. To begin this

experiment you need to prepare your materials ( the ingredients for homemade vanilla ice cream)

and refer to the chemistry of food kit instructions KT-CHEMFD. Next, you make your

homemade vanilla ice cream:  “Stir everything together in a saucepan, simmer, Stir, Chill and

Freeze; less than 10 minutes…” (/barefeetinthekitchen.com) Put all four ice creams in the

microwave for 30 seconds one by one to melt them. Then, clearly label your test tubes and bowls

with numbers or abbreviations for the brands of ice cream and homemade ice cream you are

comparing. Use the wax pencil from the chemistry of food kit to write on the glass. After the

previous step, you put in an inch of benedict's solution by using the inch ruler then put an inch in

each of the test tubes using the pipette from the chemistry of food kit and use the pipette to also

put five drops of each ice cream into the labeled test tube for that ice cream brand, clean the

pipette out before and after using it with different brands of ice cream or benedict's solution by

using a measuring cup to rise out pipet. Next, you shake the two liquids together gently but

before you put the test tubes in the graduated cylinder fill the small pot and the graduated

cylinder up with water to about ¼ of the vessel. Then turn the stove on high then when the water

is boiling turn the heat down to five then put the test tubes in and set the microwave timer for 3

minutes.When the 3 minutes are up take the test tubes out and shake them gently again and turn

off the stove.Make sure you take note of the color of the homemade ice cream and in the three

individual brands of ice cream by taking pictures and labeling them with 1-10 for the trail

https://barefeetinthekitchen.com/homemade-ice-cream-recipe
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numbers using the editing feature on the iphone 11. Then clean out your test tubes by rinsing

them in water and by using a paper towel to dry it to make the paper towel fit in the test tube

twist it then put it inside the tube and rotating  the test tube so you can clean it out successfully (

if the paper towel and water isn't enough to clean the test tube use the doterra cleanser and hot

water to soak it them in then rinse it out and place a twisted  paper towel in the tube to dry it.)

Next, put all of the ice cream solution pictures from the same trial together in the “layout” app on

the iphone 11 then type the color of the solution in your chart inside of your logbook. To

conclude the experiment, compare the amount of sugar in each brand of store bought ice cream

to see which one has the least amount of sugar. Then you see if the amount of sugar in the store

bought ice cream with the least amount of sugar has more or less than the homemade ice cream.

Rank the glucose levels by if the solution in the test tube has a dark red color the ice cream had

the most glucose, red had the 2nd most glucose,  dark orange had the 3rd most amount of

glucose,  orange had the 4th most amount of glucose, dark yellow had the 5th most amount of

glucose, yellow had the 6th most amount of glucose, dark green had the 2nd least amount of

glucose, green had the least amount of glucose. Make sure you repeat these steps for the next 10

trials to get a valid answer. Lastly, record your results in your logbook and make a graph with

your data.

The results of this experiment showed that Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had the most

amount of glucose content and that Homemade vanilla ice cream had the least sugar content.

Results

The results of the experiment were expected. The results of trial 1 was that Blue Bell

vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained 1.5
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grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose.  The results of trial 2 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

0.5 grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained  0.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose.The results of trial 3 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

0.5 grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results of trial 4 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

0.5 grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1.5  grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 gram of glucose. The results of trial 5 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

1.5 grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results of trial 6 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

1 gram of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results of trial 7 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

1 gram of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results of trial 8 was that Blue

Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1.5 grams of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained

1 gram of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose. The results of trial 9 was that Blue
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Bell vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained 0.5

grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, and that Homemade

vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results of trial 10 was that Blue Bell

vanilla ice cream contained 1 gram of glucose, Haagen dazs vanilla ice cream contained 1.5

grams of glucose, Tillamook vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose, and that

Homemade vanilla ice cream contained 0.5 grams of glucose. The results for this experiment

showed that after averaging my 10 trials, Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had 1.35 g. Of glucose

content, Tillamook vanilla ice cream had 1.05 g. of glucose content (3rd most glucose content),

Haagen Dazs vanilla ice cream had 0.95 g. of glucose content (the second-least amount of

glucose), and homemade vanilla ice cream had 0.6 g of glucose content (the least amount of

glucose).  In conclusion, my results stated that Blue Bell vanilla ice cream had the most amount

of glucose (1.35 grams) and that homemade vanilla ice cream had the least amount of glucose

(0.6 grams).

Discussion

Much information can be found on the topic of sugar levels in different brands of ice

cream and sugar levels in foods. Chloe Deppen conducted an experiment that tested if it was

more expensive per serving to buy store bought ice cream or homemade ice cream’s ingredients.

She used Ben and Jerry’s vanilla ice cream and a  basic vanilla ice cream recipe. Her results were

that “ homemade ice cream was more than twice cheaper than a store bought

one.”(kitchenatthestore.com)

https://kitchenatthestore.com/homemade-ice-cream-vs-store-bought/
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Education.com did an experiment to find out the amount of sugar in everyday foods.

They used “At least a 2lb bag of sugar a metric scale, Various everyday foods (you can use

processed foods like soda, candy, and crackers that display the sugar content on the label as well

as raw foods such as fruits, vegetables or grains and find out the sugar content on the internet),

Empty mason jars, a number of volunteers.” Their results would vary from the number of

volunteers could guess incorrectly (they have to guess the foods in processed foods that they

would not think have sugar in them). (www.education.com)

As stated in the USDA there is, “14 g  Sugar Type:Ice cream, vanillaIce cream, vanilla,

fat freeIce cream, vanilla, light Quantity: 1 serving 1/2 cup (66 g)100 grams.” (fdc.nal.usda.gov)

According to the World Health Organization, “... only six to 10 percent of our daily calories

should come from sugar.” (www.webmd.com)

Conclusions and Future Study

My hypothesis for this science experiment was supported. The experiment worked

because I followed the steps provided in the Chemistry of food kit instructions. It was indeed a

success because of the variety of different brands of vanilla ice cream with different glucose

levels which gave me strong data for future reference. The results proved that the brand of

vanilla ice cream with the least amount of glucose content was homemade with 0.6% grams of

glucose content  and the ice cream brand that had the most glucose content was Blue Bell vanilla

ice cream with 1.35% grams of glucose content. If I were to conduct the experiment again in the

future, I would take it to the next level by testing the amount of lipids in the ice cream to see how

much fat was in each sample. I would take this experiment to the next level because I now know

the sugar levels of my favorite vanilla ice creams, however, knowing the lipid amounts would

help me know which ones are the worst or better for your heart. Another thing that I would

https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/how-much-sugar/
https://fdc.nal.usda.gov/
https://www.webmd.com/diet/features/reduce-your-sugar-intake#1
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change is the flavor of the ice cream. I would change this because I would like to find out

depending on the flavor of the ice cream if there is a significant difference between the glucose

levels. For example, I could test strawberry ice cream and vanilla ice cream to compare the sugar

content.
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Appendix

Table A1

Trials 1-10 Color of
Blue bell
ice cream

Color of
haagen
dazs  ice
cream

Color of
Tillamook
ice cream

Homemad
e ice cream
color

Least
Amount of
Sugar

Most
Amount of
sugar

Trial 1 yellow orange orange yellow Blue bell Haagen
dazs, and
Tillamook

Trial 2 orange green green Green Homemade Blue bell

Trial 3 orange green green green Homemade Blue bell

Trial 4 orange green orange green Homemade Tillamook

Trial 5 orange orange orange green Homemade Haagen
dazs

Trial 6 orange yellow orange green Homemade Tillamook

Trial 7 orange yellow yellow Green Homemade Blue bell

Trail 8 Orange Yellow yellow yellow Homemade Blue bell

Trial 9 Yellow Green yellow Green Homemade,
haagen dazs

Tillamook

Trial 10 Yellow orange green Green Homemade Haagen
dazs

Table A2
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Trials

1-10

Color of
Blue bell
ice cream
(grams) %

Color of
haagen
dazs  ice
cream
(grams) %

Color of
Tillamook
ice cream
(grams) %

Homemade
ice cream
color
(grams) %

Trial 1 1 1.5 1.5 1

Trial 2 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Trial 3 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Trial 4 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.5

Trial 5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5

Trail 6 1.5 1 1.5 0.5

Trial 7 1.5 1 1 0.5

Trial 8 1.5 1 1 1

Trial 9 1 0.5 1 0.5

Trial 10 1 1.5 0.5 0.5

Average 1.35 %
0.95 % 1.05 % 0.6 %

Figure A2
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